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Jacksonville Aviation Authority
Improves Oracle Experience with
Fast Access to Financial Data via
GL Wand Reporting Solution

“GL Wand’s ability to retrieve balances in
just five seconds has made a ‘huge time
difference’ in reconciling JAA’s 300-plus
balance sheet accounts.”
Diane Pinkerman, Director of Finance, JAA
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Seeking a tool that required
minimal support and training, yet offering maximum
results, the Jacksonville
Aviation Authority found
GL Wand, an easy-to-use
Excel-based solution that
links directly with Oracle
Financials for powerful
reporting capabilities.

As an independent government agency, the Jacksonville Aviation Authority (JAA) manages a diversified airport
system serving the city of Jacksonville, FL, along with
northeast Florida and southeast Georgia. One of the
region’s major economic engines with four airports in
its system, JAA has an annual economic impact of
approximately $2.9 billion. It also provides around 30,000
direct and indirect jobs related to its commercial, business
and recreational aviation services.

Maintaining Strong Financial Position
While JAA’s focus is to provide travelers with safe and
secure aviation facilities and a positive travel experience,
it also aims to maintain a strong financial position in the
face of economic and industry changes. In 2004, JAA
installed Oracle E-Business Suite Financials for a more
thorough view of its business performance. Tasked with
creating JAA’s financial reports, the Finance group
encountered frustration with the time and effort required to
create reports from Oracle general ledger (GL) data.
In 2009, JAA went through a comprehensive trial and
selection process to determine the right solution for its
financial reporting needs. With limited information
technology (IT) resources at hand, the Finance group
wanted a tool that required minimal support and
training, yet offered maximum results in terms of
reporting
efficiency.
The
selection
process ultimately pointed JAA to GL Wand from
Excel4apps,
an
easy-to-use
Excel-based
solution that links directly with Oracle Financials
for powerful reporting capabilities.

Selecting the Optimal Reporting Solution
JAA’s
original
Oracle
reporting
process
required an extensive set of steps to get GL data from
Oracle to Excel where it could be manipulated and
formatted, as users found Oracle formatting “quite
limited,” according to Pinkerman. Many times, users
would have to wait for IT assistance, further slowing the
process.
“Because of the way our journal entries post,
it
took
multiple
drilldowns,
exports
and
clicks
to
get
subledger
details
from
Oracle
into
Excel
for
formatting,”
said
Diane
Pinkerman,
Director of Finance for JAA. “We then had
to organize all of those details in Excel to
create a report that would let us analyze the big
picture. The whole process was quite tedious and
complicated,
especially
for
users
who
didn’t
create reports on a regular basis.”

www.excel4apps.com

“In hindsight we wish we’d [trialed GL Wand] much
sooner, because users have been amazed at how
quickly and easily they can get the data they need –
without all of those tedious steps within Oracle.”
Diane Pinkerman, Director of Finance, JAA

When Pinkerman heard how GL Wand accesses live
Oracle data via an Excel front end —and without IT’s
assistance —she knew it had great potential to fit the
needs of the Finance group. “Excel is where we do most
of our work, and because of that familiarity, we could
see how GL Wand might make us more productive,”
Pinkerman said.

Trial Resolves Reporting and Budgeting Issues

One of the region’s major economic
engines with four airports in its system,
JAA has an annual economic impact
of approximately $2.9 billion
JAA installed Oracle E-Business Suite
Financials in 2004

JAA decided to take advantage of a free trial of GL
Wand offered by Excel4apps. To gain a thorough
understanding of how the software works in a live environment, this trial involved running GL Wand against JAA’s
own Oracle instance and data to ensure reliable results.

In 2009, JAA went through a
comprehensive trial and selection
process to determine the right solution
for its financial reporting needs

After the trial proved the accuracy of GL Wand results,
Pinkerman was ready to purchase the reporting tool, but
JAA’s policy required a bid process, with comparison
of similar products. In addition to user friendliness, a key
criterion in assessing different products was the
requirement for minimal IT intervention. Because GL
Wand requires no additional hardware or software, it
installs easily, but Pinkerman’s chief evaluation criteria was purchasing a solution that allowed her Finance
group to create reports both quickly and independently.

JAA purchased GL Wand in 2010

“We trialed another spreadsheet type tool, but it took
many more manual steps than GL Wand to get the
Oracle data we wanted, plus it took a full minute to
retrieve balances versus just five seconds with GL
Wand, which adds up to a huge time difference when
reconciling our 350 balance sheet accounts,” described
Pinkerman. “Also, GL Wand allowed us to easily define
the fields we wanted to see within a report, whereas we’d
have to turn to IT for help in doing so with the other tool.”
In June 2010, JAA purchased GL Wand from Excel4apps.
The software was an immediate hit with the Finance
group, which quickly caught on to the expertise Pinkerman developed and shared from the product trial. With
such instant success, she questioned why her group had
waited so long to explore GL Wand in the first place.

GL Wand is used to create standard
monthly reports, work papers, and adhoc requests of real-time Oracle data
The use of GL Wand has expanded
at JAA from the Finance group to the
Business Development group

“Our group is always very busy, so we were intimidated
about the time commitment required to see a demo,
set it up with our system, go through the manual and
start using it,” said Pinkerman. “We should have never
hesitated, because the process went so smoothly. In
hindsight we wish we’d done it much sooner, because
users have been amazed at how quickly and easily they
can get the data they need – without all of those tedious
steps within Oracle.”
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Oracle Data at Finance’s Fingertips
JAA currently uses GL Wand to create all of its
standard monthly reports, from financial statements to
departmental and cash flow reports. “Any place we
can use GL Wand, we do,” described Pinkerman, who
said finance users also balance their work papers via
the software.
“We use the GL Wand Get Balance function in
our work papers, which automatically provides a
status once we update them,” Pinkerman explained.
“The beauty is that we don’t have to go back into
Oracle, access the account, and then see if we are in
balance. In fact, our goal is to avoid going into Oracle
as much as possible because it’s just not productive
for us to work from there.”

“Excel is where we do
most of our work, and
because of that familiarity, we could see how
GL Wand might make
us more productive.”
Diane Pinkerman, Director of Finance, JAA

JAA’s use of GL Wand also extends to ad hoc requests
for special information. Finance’s response to such
requests usually begins with a GL Wand query or
subledger drill down. “Our first thoughts are around how
we can get this information through GL Wand so we can
respond more quickly,” Pinkerman said.
Also, checking subledger details previously took
numerous exports of Oracle data. With GL Wand,
finance users can just take a quick look to reconcile an
account and then close without saving, because the
data remains at their fingertips.

Faster Information for Business Development
Finance’s ability to quickly access Oracle data did go
not unnoticed by JAA’s Business Development group,
which is responsible for preparing revenue budgets and
comparing them against actual business performance.
The group wanted the capability for fast drill downs to
revenue account details, so it is currently migrating to
GL Wand. Departmental managers have also expressed
interest in the tool.
“Business Development wanted the same five-second access to account balances we have, and the
transition to GL Wand has gone smoothly for the group,”
described
Pinkerman.
“Compared
with
other
spreadsheet reporting type tools, GL Wand’s Get
Balance formula is logical and easy to learn, making
it simple for users to determine variables like account,
period, etc.”
Overall, Pinkerman recommends GL Wand for
other government entities looking to simplify reporting
processes and access to Oracle data, especially if IT
support is limited.

For More Information
Excel4apps is a best-in-class provider
of Excel-based reporting, inquiry, and
budget-loading software for Oracle and
SAP. Designed for finance professionals,
its award-winning GL Wand, Reports
Wand, Budget Wand, and Sales Wand
products easily and securely deliver
real-time ERP data using
Microsoft
Excel® to save reporting time and effort.
Excel4apps serves over 10,000 Oracle
and SAP users in 61 countries, with
offices in Australia, the United States,
United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates,
Singapore, and South Africa.
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